D: Population Health Toolkit—Cohort Launch
Menu
Purpose
The intent of the following document is to provide examples of cohort definitions. These may serve as 1)
a launch point for Networks to start the collaborative process of cohort management but unsure of
what populations to identify to determine need, appropriate capacity, etc., and/or 2) a demonstration
of how criteria identify a cohort of interest and how that criteria are set in a way that inform ongoing
cohort management. By no means is the following list exhaustive or indicative of a more successful or
ideal cohort population. Networks may choose cohorts not listed, or they may choose to use the
cohorts and criteria listed as a starting point. However, chosen cohorts need to align with DSRIP
metrics.

Determining Your Cohort
A Network may select a cohort based on a known need. Regionally, there may be populations
experiencing gaps in care or poor outcomes that a Network feels they are equipped to positively impact.
Some Networks may choose to independently embark on a formal or informal needs assessment to
determine the cohort they would like to engage while others may use the Cohort Launch Menu below as
a starting point to research outcomes and trends for the cohorts and assess if the Network is able to
meaningfully meet their needs.

Setting Cohort Criteria
Since, by definition, a cohort is a group of people sharing defining characteristics, determining these
characteristics is a crucial first step. For example, it likely is not sufficient to identify “all people with
diabetes” for a cohort. Other criteria should be set to determine what this cohort looks like in a way that
1) yields a manageable cohort size (50-200 Medicaid members), and 2) ensures the cohort identified has
enough in common that the management program/interventions can be specialized to meet their
specific needs or gaps in care. An example of additional criteria that might be set for a cohort is further
differentiating the diabetic population by age or utilization of services: “ages 18 and older” and “having
one or more inpatient stay(s) in the last 60 days” (see Launch Cohort #12 with additional modifier).
Specificity allows for meaningful program development and perhaps a more manageable number of
people included in the cohort.
When setting cohort criteria, Networks can choose a dynamic or static cohort. The launch list below
provides examples where dynamic or static cohorts may be appropriate. For dynamic cohorts, Networks
should keep in mind that cohort membership should be updated on a rolling basis (dynamic cohort). This
might mean pulling a list of members every month or flagging individuals automatically as soon as the
cohort criteria are met to indicate inclusion in the program and its interventions. In many cases, static
lists should be avoided as they quickly become outdated. However, a static cohort may be appropriate
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for persons which the Network wants to monitor longitudinally if the person may “come in and out” of
the cohort.

What data can Care Compass Network provide to
support cohort development?
Care Compass Network (CCN) receives data from the New York State Department of Health that would
allow for some cohorts to be filled with “core membership” of Medicaid Members attributed to the
Performing Provider System (PPS). Many of those listed on this Menu could be supplemented with data
from CCN. While this is not an exhaustive list, Networks interested in having additional data supplied by
the CCN should inquire as to whether or not this is possible.
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Cohort Launch Menu Populations (CCN and No PPS Attributed by 9 Designated Counties May 2017 to April 2018)

Source: CCN Team Analysis using Salient Interactive Miner (May 2017 to April 2018). Counties are counties of fiscal responsibility. Individuals included are attributed to CCN under the DSRIP program or have no PPS
attribution.
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